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◇Work content ：  

 

  Planning of museums and exhibit design 

 
    ・National museum of nature and science,Tokyo 

    ・21st Century Museum of Contemporary Art,Kanazawa 

    ・Visitor senter,Biodivercity center, 

             Wildlife conservasion center,Japan 



National museum of nature and science,Tokyo 



National museum of nature and science,Tokyo 



21st Century Museum of Contemporary 
Art , Kanazawa 



Lakeside-Akan eco-museum 
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The definition of  
a visitor center  

In regards to functions 
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Eco-tourism and  
environmental educationin 

in visitor centor 



eco-tourism  
in visitor center  

① A place of  introduction to an eco-tour  
 
② The point of contact with the economy of the area 
 
③ Opportunity to deepen an understanding to  
     nature conservation  



①A place which experiences exhibition and 
     educational program 
 
②Educational training place for Interpreter 
 
③ A place for making educational contents 

environmental educationin 
 in visitor center  
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Cace-study 
 

New type of visitor center 



Case-study A 

"Guidance“ & "explanation"  



Lakeside-Akan eco-museum 



Nasu visitor centor 



Hakone visitor centor 



Case-study  B 

"Management"  



Exhibition that "management staff + visitor" builds  



First, missions are shared 
among each other. 

 
Let's find "Time" that flows in nature! 



"Time" which flows in 
nature is looked for 

in the field.  



They return to the 
visitor center and builds 

objects showing the 
"time“ which they found 

today.  



"Time" which I 
found  



 
‘The “time” which I 

found‘ are announced. 
 



 
‘The "time" which I found’ is exhibited.  

 



Case-study  C 

"Research" 



Taketomi-island visitor centor YUGAFU-KAN 



 



object 

 



Rice produced by Taketomi people was 
done in another island crossing the sea, 
since their land was not enrich enough to 
produce rice. 



“About the sea" "It lives with God". “About living" " About food" "Heavenly ZUNBUN“ 

 " About festival" " About colony and a house" " About peoples“ " About work“ 

 " About happines "  

Taketomijima series books 



 



 



 



 



 



 



These are photos of islanders 

researching.  

They are explaining about 

cloths and toys that they 

make from materials of the 

island. Exhibits here are 

made from research results 

of islanders rather than that 

of specialized researchers. 
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Possibility of a visitor center  

in regards to 
regional development  

and 
nature conservation  



Trends in the case-study A 

Exhibits are mainly explanation oriented. 

↓ 

Case-study examples show exhibits which can 

be experienced, 

and be up-to-date, 

and be imaginative. 

Normally… 

The case… 



Trends in the case-study A 

Visitor center raises a possibility of  

understanding about national parks. 



Trends in the case-study  B 

Results of environmental educational programs is 

for participants 

 ↓ 

Exhibited results of environmental educational programs 

 become results 

shared among other visitors. 

Normally… 

The case… 



Trends in the case-study B 

Exhibits raises a possibility to 

share the enjoyment of national parks  

between visitors and staff. 



Trends in the case-study C 

Appealing points of national parks are introduced 

from the points of view of academic values. 

 ↓ 

The way of life among residents are emphasized 

as a value of nature in national parks 

Normally… 

The case… 



Trends in the case-study C 

Visitors and residents together can recognize  

the value of nature, Because it is in close contact with the joy of life 



Trends means the possibility of visiter center 



Thank you for your attention.  



Trends means the possibility of visiter center 

 

Realization of  environmental protection is 
strengthened  by the understanding and  curiosity 

of national parks . 

↓ 

New type of visitor center is effective  

to this understanding and curiosity. 



Trends means the possibility of visiter center 

 
Showing wisdom of living which are inherited from 

generations strengthen the understanding the value 
of regional nature with actual feeling. 

↓ 

New type of visitor center is effective  

to make the residents and tourist have interest in  

values of regional nature. 




